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Multiframe PC box-girder bridge with intermediate hinges is a kind of bridge having complex structural characters, which is very
quintessential in California. In this study, a typical bridge was adopted to establish a nonlinear dynamic model through OpenSees
platform. Intermediate hinge and inhibiting devices in it were elaborately simulated. Meanwhile, pushover analysis was used to
reinstate a specimen of column test, which has the similar ratio of reinforcement to the typical bridge, and the hysteretic model
parameters of the longitudinal steels inside columns were obtained. )e damage indexes of column and hinge, which are primary
components, under different limit states were acquired by moment-curvature analysis. Taking into account the uncertainty,
nonlinear time-history analysis of the bridge was carried out through a suite of synthetic ground motions. Subsequently, a
probabilistic seismic demand model was developed, and fragility curves were further focused on. According to fragility as-
sessment, the conclusion shows that columns and hinge restrainers exhibit high fragility, and bridge system fragility is gradually
determined by column fragility along with aggravating of the damage state. Unseating of girder can hardly occur at abutments and
intermediate hinges. Moderate limit state could be exceeded in the positions of plug-type concrete structures in intermediate
hinges, which tends to create transverse and vertical cracks, furthermore causing reinforcements yield. It indicates that it would
severely underestimate the seismic fragility of intermediate hinges without considering the elaborate simulation of hinges.

1. Introduction

California, where the prestressed concrete viaducts were
generally designed to the form of column-girder consoli-
dation, is located in the San Andreas fault [1, 2], which is the
part of the Circum-Pacific seismic belt. In order to release
the freedom of bridges and reduce the number of cracks, the
intermediate hinges [3, 4] were designed in some spans of
bridges [5], shown in Figure 1. Hinges are generally located
next to 1/6∼1/4 point of span length, which were designed to
the form of upper-lower and left-right occlusion, called
plug-type, shown in Figure 2. Moreover, inhibiting devices
were designed inside hinges to limit displacement, including
longitudinal restrainers, vertical elastomeric bearings, and
transverse elastomeric pads. )is type of bridge, called
multiframe prestressed concrete box-girder bridge, has been

widely used in California and even throughout the United
States, due to its perfect integrity and large spanning ability.

In the process of vibration, the bending moment of the
bridge decreases to zero at the point of hinges. Hinge, taken
as the boundary, makes the column-girder consolidation on
both sides of it present the vibration characteristic, which is
the similar to frame.)e overall vibration form of the bridge
can be outlined as follows: the individual vibration of each
frame is connected into the overall vibration of the bridge by
hinges. Consequently, the vibration characteristic and vi-
bration rule of hinge, as a key component of connecting
every single frame, are particularly crucial. Several studies
[6–8] have stated that the linear elastic model was often used
to simulate the elements of girder due to rare occurrence of
plastic failure here. In addition, in order to simplify finite
element calculation, relative displacement at the point of
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hinge was neglected in vertical and transverse directions
[7, 8]. )us, the hinge points belonging to adjacent frames
were imitated to be fixed in vertical and transverse direc-
tions, and only tensile and compressive action of longitu-
dinal restrainers between adjacent frames was considered
[9, 10]. )e previously mentioned simplification tended to
ignore the potential damage at the point of hinge, which may
have a considerable impact on fragility analysis and risk
assessment of the bridges.

Meanwhile, the provided concrete uniaxial material and
steel uniaxial material, such as Concrete07 and reinforcing
steel in OpenSees [11], are often combined to simulate the
columns. )is combination does not take into account the
diversity of column sections, which will undoubtedly reduce
the accuracy of the hysteretic performance of the columns
and increase the error. Because of the important influence of
columns on the overall dynamic characteristics of the bridge
[12–15], the column experiment, which matches with the
actual columns, should be used to obtain the material
constitutive relationship of the columns, so that the obtained
column hysteresis model will be more reliable.

)e previously mentioned findings collectively dem-
onstrate that the multiframe prestressed concrete box-girder
bridge has complex characteristics combined with consol-
idation of girder and column and frame structure. For the
bridge with large spans, high columns, and multihinges,
especially, its structural complexity should be very prom-
inent. Consequently, it is indispensable to assess the seismic
fragility of this type of bridge in depth. In spite of quite a few
relevant researches being done, the unsolved question,
particularly regarding the refined intermediate hinge
modeling, still needs to be solved. If this question is
neglected, some damage positions may be missed, and the
potential hidden danger may be caused.

)e fragility analysis is a method of risk assessment for
structures [16, 17], which combines two kinds of uncertainties,
the ground motion intensity uncertainty and structural pa-
rameters uncertainty, organically by probability and statistics
algorithm [18]. Damage indexes to limit states are obtained by
the experimental and empirical statistical results, while seismic
demands of structures are obtained through time-history
analysis, and further probabilistic seismic demand models are
established. )e fragility analysis, used for predisaster preven-
tion and postdisaster loss assessment, has become the most
efficient and effective approach to risk assessment of structures

and is adopted extensively in the field of disaster prevention and
mitigation [19, 20].

Considering the limitation of previous works, this study
focuses on a multiframe prestressed concrete box-girder bridge
with eight spans and double intermediate hinges. Elaborate
nonlinear analytical models of this bridge, serving as a template
of simulation to the similar type of bridge, which accounts for
the nonlinear behavior of girders, plug-type hinges, columns,
bearings, and abutments, are developed in the OpenSees
platform. )e damage indexes of bridge components are se-
lected scrupulously through data screening and Xtract analysis.
Subsequently, fragility curves of bridge components and bridge
system are developed, while seismic damage exceedance
probabilities are acquired.)e study can provide data reference
and theoretical basis for seismic damage assessment and pre-
earthquake protection of the same type of bridges.

2. Numerical Modeling of the Bridge

2.1. Characteristics. A typical bridge (Figure 2(a)), designed
in 1991, built in 1993, and located in California, US, is a
prestressed concrete curved box-girder bridge with eight
spans (Table 1). )e superstructure for this prestressed
concrete box-girder curved bridge has a degree of curvature
34° (0.593 rad) and a centerline radius of 914.4m. Between
the midspan of #2 span and the midspan of #7 span, the
depth of deck section changes from 2.59m at the midspan to
3.81m at the supported point through parabola, and the
depth of section for any other parts of superstructure is
2.59m. Figure 2(b) shows the cross section of the two-lane
box girder rigidly connected by bridge columns. All the
columns have different heights with a range from 8.53m to
42.67m (Table 2), each connected to a single pile foundation.
On each abutment (Figure 2(c)), two elastomeric pads with
the size of 914mm× 610mm× 51mm are used to support
the vertical loads while allowing horizontal translation
through a frictional surface. Also, two shear keys near the
elastomeric pads in each abutment are placed to restrain the
transverse translation of the superstructure. Each abutment
is supported by a rectangular footing. Figures 2(d)–2(f)
show the plan, cross section, and elevation of the inter-
mediate hinges, located in the #3 and #6 spans, which divide
the bridge into three frames (Figure 2(a)). Two horizontal
elastomeric bearings (Figure 2(e)) are installed to sustain
vertical compression and restrain horizontal shear defor-
mation (i.e., the relative horizontal displacement between
the adjacent decks in the intermediate hinge). Besides, four
transverse compressive pads (Figure 2(e)) are designed to
sustain transverse compression and restrain vertical shear
deformation (i.e., the relative vertical displacement between
the adjacent decks in the intermediate hinge). Figure 2(f )
shows that the girder deck ends in the intermediate hinge
and is connected by longitudinal restrainers. Polystyrene is
stuffed into the gap in the intermediate hinge (Figures 2(d)
and 2(f)).

2.2.Numerical Simulation. In this study, OpenSees program
[21] was employed to simulate the typical bridge. A three-
dimensional numerical model of the typical bridge, the

Figure 1: Intermediate hinge.
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constitutive relation of the materials, and the force-dis-
placement relation of the component models are shown in
Figure 3. In order to acquire the response of intermediate
hinge under seismic load, the girder elements were set as a
displacement-based beam-column element considering
elastic and plastic properties. So girders, hinges, columns
and prestressing tendons were all modeled by the elastic-
plastic element, which is different from previous studies
[6–10].

A concrete model, Concrete07, developed by Chang and
Mander [22, 23], was used to simulate the confined and
unconfined concrete in girders, hinges, and columns, il-
lustrated in Figure 3(b).

)e column is the most important component that af-
fects the overall seismic performance of the bridge. In order
to improve the accuracy of the column simulation, the

longitudinal steels of columns were modeled through hys-
teretic material in OpenSees, while the concrete was mod-
eled by Concrete07. )e hysteretic material parameters were
determined by the following process. An experiment of
column, Lehman 415S [24], with the similar reinforcement
ratio to the typical bridge columns, was simulated by
OpenSees. )e hysteretic process of the experimental col-
umn was obtained through pushover analysis. Obviously,
different hysteretic parameters of the longitudinal steels
corresponded to different hysteretic results. )rough a large
amount of pushover analysis and trials to column models
with different hysteretic parameters, the hysteretic process of
a simulative column, which was most matching with the
hysteretic process of the experimental column, was screened
out. )e hysteretic process of the simulative column and the
backbone curves between the simulative and the
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Figure 2: Schematic view of the typical bridge (m). (a) Bridge plan and elevation. (b) Girder and column cross section. (c) Abutment plan,
elevation, and cross section. (d) Hinge span plan. (e) Hinge cross section. (f ) Hinge elevation.
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experimental columns are shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b),
respectively. )e hysteretic parameters of the longitudinal
steel model of the most matching simulative column are
presented in Table 3. )e model of longitudinal steels in
columns is illustrated in Figure 3(c).

A uniaxial Giuffre-Menegotto-Pinto steel material object
[25] with isotropic strain hardening, which can simulate the
initial tensile stress, was used to model the prestressing
tendons through Steel02 material in OpenSees. $sigInit was
used to load the initial stress value of tendons. )e pre-
stressing tendon elements were connected to the girder
elements through rigid links.

)e model developed by Muthukumar [26] was used to
represent the shearing force and displacement of elastomeric
bearings located at abutments and hinges. Steel01 material
was chosen to establish the bilinear relationship of bearing
zero-length elements, illustrated in Figure 3(d).

In consideration of the supporting reaction in hinges, the
vertical compressive state of the elastomeric bearings in
hinges was simulated. )e relationship of compressive force
and displacement of elastomeric bearings in hinges was
captured through the experimental report, “Nonlinear Finite
Element Analysis of Elastomers” [27]. )e compressive
stress–strain relationship of the experimental rubber bearing
is listed in Figure 5 [27]. )e compressive force and dis-
placement relationship of simulative bearing is listed in
Figure 3(e), where initial stiffness and compressive yield
stiffness was modeled by elastic material and ElasticPPGap
material, respectively. Meanwhile, the parallel material made
two previously constructed materials together.

)e bilinear model derived from Hertz model consid-
ering hysteretic damping, referring to the study of
Muthukumar [26] and DesRoches et al. [28], was used to
simulate the pounding performance between abutment and
girder, as well as hinge and girder, illustrated in Figure 3(f).
)e bilinear model was modeled using ElasticPPGap ma-
terial in OpenSees platform, and pounding stiffness pa-
rameters were suggested from Nielson’s study [29], where
Kt1 � 586.3(kN/mm)/m, Kt2 � 201.73 (kN/mm)/m,
Keff � 238.5(kN/mm)/m, Δy � 2.54mm, and Δm � 25.4mm.

Abutment components, including passive performance,
footing transverse response, bearings, and shear keys, were
simulated in detail below.

)e force vs. displacement response of the abutment
backfill was simulated by HyperbolicGap material in
OpenSees, which was proposed by Shamsabadi et al. [30, 31].
)e nonlinear relationship between the passive force and the
abutment displacement was tested by using an abutment

model with a backwall height of 1.68m. )e curve between
the passive force and displacement is shown in Figure 3(g),
where, Fult represents the passive force corresponding to the
maximum passive displacement Δmax, Δave represents pas-
sive displacement corresponding to 1/2 of Fult, and KIni
represents mean stiffness of soil.

)e transverse force vs. displacement response of the
footings beneath the abutments was modeled through soil
springs using hysteretic material in OpenSees, shown in
Figure 3(h), where the yield stiffness and yield displacement
were calculated based on the study of Gazetas and Tassoulas
[32], as well as Gadre and Dobry [33].

)e shear keys play an important role in resisting the
transverse seismic load and limiting the transverse dis-
placement of the bridge. In the event of an earthquake, the
shear keys transfer the inertial force of the superstructure to
the abutments and the bent caps; sequentially, the abutments
and the bent caps transfer the force to the foundations. If the
response of the superstructure exceeds the shearing strength
of the shear keys, the transferring function of the shear keys
can be instantly lost.)e ElasticPPGapmaterial in OpenSees
was used to simulate the force vs. displacement relationship
of shear keys in abutments, illustrated in Figure 3(i), which
was based on a strut-and-tie analogous model proposed by
Megally et al. [34, 35].

)e hinges are located in the #3 and #6 spans of the
bridge, which is about 1/6 span length away from the
supporting point. )e form of hinge is upper-lower and left-
right occlusion, called plug-type. )e inhibiting devices, set
in the hinges, are used to limit the potential moving dis-
placement, and the gap between hinge and girder is filled
with polystyrene. Longitudinally, restrainers, composed of
28 high strength steel bundles with the diameter of 3.175 cm,
anchored on the concrete on both sides of the hinges. )e
restrainers, bearing longitudinal tension, and compression
are used to connect the left and right frames, limit the
longitudinal relative displacement, and restrain the longi-
tudinal collision. Transversely, four transverse compressive
pads, with the size of 838.2mm× 381mm× 76.2mm, are
used to alleviate the lateral relative displacement in order to
restrain the lateral collision, as well as providing vertical
shear strength to inhibit the vertical relative displacement.
Vertically, two elastomeric rubber bearings, with the size of
1447.8mm× 609.6mm× 177.8mm, are used to bear the
compression of the vertical supporting reaction, resist the
transverse shear deformation, and restrain the lateral
collision.

Previous studies [6–10] believed that the overlimited
curvature of concrete cannot occur in hinges, so the hinges
were simulated to linear elastic elements. Meanwhile, most
of the inhibiting devices in hinges were ignored through
connecting the elements rigidly in transverse and vertical
direction, except for the longitudinal restrainer being

Table 1: Span length (m).

Spans 1# 2# 3# 4# 5# 6# 7# 8# Total
Length (m) 48.77 64.01 79.25 79.25 79.25 79.25 64.01 48.77 542.56

Table 2: Column height (m).

Columns 1# 2# 3# 4# 5# 6# 7#
Height (m) 12.19 23.16 28.04 34.14 42.67 26.82 8.53
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simulated. )e previously mentioned simulation can miss
the possibility of bending failure of occlusion concrete in
hinges. However, in the event of earthquake, the huge in-
ertial load, aggravating the reaction force of the supporting
point, results in great bending moment at the root of oc-
clusion concrete in hinge, which can cause the risk of
overlimited curvature [36].

In view of the previously mentioned analysis, the hinges
were simulated elaborately, shown in Figure 6, using dis-
placement-based beam-column element.)e slave elements,
generated from the slave nodes, were established to re-
produce the precise positions of the occlusion concrete of the
hinges. In order to integrate the slave nodes with the master
nodes in hinges, Rigidlink constraint was used to connect

two kinds of nodes. Zero-length elements were used to
simulate inhibiting devices, such as elastomeric bearings,
transverse compressive pads, longitudinal restrainers, and
pounding elements in the hinges, as shown in Figure 6.

In the simulation of restrainers, the high strength steel
bundles, which are closely bonded to concrete inmost length
range, are considered having an initial slack in the cables.
Once deformation exceeds the slack, the restrainers bear the
tension and compression load. According to the study of
Ramanathan [37], the initial slack conformed to a uniform
distribution bounded between 6.35mm and 25.4mm.
Meanwhile, the length and the material strength of high
strength steel bundle were both considered in simulation,
illustrated in Figure 3(j). UniaxialMaterials of ElasticPPGap
and Parallel were used simultaneously to capture the force
deformation response of restrainer cables.

)e pile foundations were simulated through lumped
translational and rotational springs at the bases of the
columns, calculated by LPILE2018 [38].

2.3. Modeling Uncertainties. During the process of design,
the designed parameter of bridge was adopted in a certainty
form, but during the process of construction and serving,
some parameters, like strength, stiffness, geometry, damp,
mass, and so on, showed uncertainty within a range [39, 40].
)is kind of uncertainty, called cognitive uncertainty, is
implemented through imitating the uncertainty of param-
eter in finite element model when performing the proba-
bilistic seismic demand analysis. Multidimensional stratified
sampling method, Latin hypercube sampling (LHS), was
adopted to sample the uncertain parameters. )e LHS
sample data of 10 selected uncertain parameters, including
the strength of concrete, yield strength of reinforcement,
shear modulus of elastomeric pad, longitudinal gap of
abutment, transverse gap of shear key, gap inside hinge,
length of restrainer, restrainer initial slack, mass, damping
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Figure 4: Hysteretic process of column. (a) Hysteresis curve of the simulative column. (b) Comparison of backbones between simulation
and experiment.

Table 3: Parameters of hysteretic material for longitudinal steels in
columns.

Number Parameters Values
1 $s1p $fys
2 $e1p 0.003
3 $s2p 1.9∗$fys
4 $e2p 0.13
5 $s3p 0.3∗$fys
6 $e3p 0.28
7 $s1n −$fys
8 $e1n −0.003
9 $s2n −1.9∗$fys
10 $e2n −0.13
11 $s3n −0.3∗$fys
12 $e3n −0.28
13 $Pinchx 0.7
14 $Pinchy 0.85
15 $damage1 0.00
16 $damage2 0.33
17 $beta 0.05
1$fys represents the yield strength of steel.
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coefficient, were proposed by the work of Ramanathan [37]
and Yang et al. [41], as shown in Table 4.

In Table 4, μ and σ are mean value and dispersion for
normal distribution, and λ and ζ are mean value and dis-
persion for log-normal distribution, respectively. Mean-
while, up and lo are the upper limit value and lower limit
value for uniform distribution, respectively.

3. Methodology

3.1. Probabilistic Seismic Demand Model. In order to esti-
mate the damage to structure during earthquake, fragility
analysis has been investigated to represent the probability
that the seismic response (D) of an engineering demand
parameter (EDP) reaches or exceeds a certain limit state (LS)
under the ground motion with a given intensity index (IM).
)e demand and capacity both follow a logarithmic normal
distribution [37, 41], and a peak ground acceleration (PGA)
was selected to be the IM of ground motions [41–43]. Single
component fragility can be acquired as follows:

P DEDP > Ls|IM  � Φ
ln SD − ln SLs���������

β2D|IM + β2Ls


⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (1)

where DEDP and LS represent the demand and capacity, SD
and βD|IM represent the median value and the logarithmic
standard deviation of demand, SLs and βLS represent the
median value and the logarithmic standard deviation of
capacity, and Φ[∗] represents the standard normal cumu-
lative distribution function.

)e relationship between IM and SD can be formulated
based on the following:

SD � a(IM)
b
, (2)

where a and b are the regression coefficients, determined by
a linear regression from a series ofDi and IMi corresponding
to each time-history analysis of the bridge model and Di
represents the mean value of peak response of an EDP
among the same component of structure under a seismic

load. )e logarithmic standard deviation of demand can be
formulated based on the following:

βD|IM �

����������������������


N
i�1 ln Di(  − ln aIMb

i  
2

N − 2



.
(3)

)erefore, the fragility of every bridge component can be
expressed by the probability distribution of demand, which
is a function related to IM [11], called the probabilistic
seismic demandmodel (PSDM). In previous studies [44, 45],
the fragility curves of single component such as curvature of
column and displacement of girder were often used to
represent the fragility of the entire bridge system, which
could underestimate the fragility of bridge system [46, 47]
through replacing the system with a single component. In
order to take into account the influence of each component
accurately during the seismic evaluation, the joint proba-
bility distribution function of seismic demand for the
components should be established. In this study, more
consideration was given to the correlation between com-
ponent failure states, so Monte Carlo sampling method
[48, 49], due to the strong ability to deal with nonlinear
problems and high estimation accuracy [50, 51], was used to
develop the fragility of bridge system.

3.2. Components’ Selection. )e fragility of bridge compo-
nents affects not only the evaluation for local damage state of
the bridge, but also the evaluation for overall damage state of
the bridge. )erefore, bridge components need to be in-
vestigated elaborately. In this study, column, abutment
passive performance, abutment transverse response, abut-
ment bearing, abutment shear key, hinge restrainer, and
plug-type concrete structure in hinge were selected to be
assessable components.

)e influence of column on the stability and the load
capacity of the bridge is prominent, so the curvature ductility
was unquestionably classified as the primary component.
Longitudinal deformation of bearing at abutment is severely
related to the unseating of the bridge, so abutment bearing
was categorized as the primary component, accompanied by
setting unseating size as the complete limit state median
value. Hinge restrainer, a key component that drives the two
adjacent frames vibrating collectively, which greatly influ-
ences the overall vibration characteristics and the seismic
damage state of the bridge, can be categorized as the primary
component. )e plug-type concrete structure of hinge, a
position that is often overlooked and rarely investigated in
detail, is subjected to a large vertical supporting reaction in
the static state [36]. When an earthquake occurs, the large
curvature in z direction in this position, produced by
bending moment resulting from the supporting reaction, is
liable to give rise to bending failure. In the ultimate limit
state, the bending fracture is likely to occur in this position,
which can result in unseating in hinge. In consideration of
the importance of this position, the curvature ductility in z
direction of elements 2 and 3 of the hinge model, shown in
Figure 6, was set to be the primary component, called HmcZ
for short. Under seismic load, the character of deviation to
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the outer edge of the curve makes the hinge have an evident
lateral bending tendency in the position of plug-type con-
crete structure that may cause the hinge unseating. To sum
up, curvature ductility in y direction of elements 2 and 3 of
the hinge model, shown in Figure 6, was also set to be the
primary component, called HmcY for short.

During nonlinear failure, on account of the minor in-
fluence on bridge system, other components, including
abutment passive performance, abutment transverse re-
sponse, and abutment shear keys, were classified as the
secondary component.

3.3. Limit State Capacities. )e experimental results and
criterion data were identified and selected repeatedly and
scrupulously in order to determine the damage descriptions
and the damage indexes of bridge components in the limit

states at all levels. )e limit states were set as four levels,
including slight, moderate, extensive, and complete damage,
according to Abbasi and Moustafa [11], Ramanathan [37],
and Yang et al. [41]. In this study, the primary components
contributed to all four limit states [52, 53] when performing
the fragility analysis of bridge system, while the secondary
components contributed only to the slight and moderate
limit states. Nevertheless, the secondary components, the
same as the primary components, contributed to all four
limit states when performing the fragility analysis of com-
ponents. )e limit states of the components are assumed to
follow a log-normal distribution. )e median value of the
distribution has a great influence on the accuracy of fragility
analysis. )e defined process of the median values for
damage indexes of eight components is as follows.

)e proposed values from previous studies were often
used to represent the median values of limit states for

Elaborate model

X

Z

2#Column 3#Column

Element2ZL1

ZL2

ZL3ZL4

ZL5

ZL1: BS1 + BC1 + Longitudinal PD1
ZL2: TCPS1 + TCPC1 + Transverse PD1
ZL3: HS + Vertical PD + Longitudinal PD2
ZL4: TCPS2 + TCPC2 + Transverse PD2
ZL5: BS2 + BC2 + Longitudinal PD3

(Center of Circle)

Frame1 Frame2

Zerolength element (ZL)

Rigid link

Structure rim line

Deck element

Key element

Element4

Element3

Element1

BS : elastomeric bearing shearing

BC : elastomeric bearing compression

PD : pounding

TCPS: transverse compressive pad shearing

TCPC: transverse compressive pad compression

HS : hinge restrsainer

Figure 6: Numerical model of 3# span with an intermediate hinge.

Table 4: Distributions and random variables in bridge modeling.

Modeling parameters Probability distributions
Distribution parameters

1 2
Unconfined concrete strength (MPa) Normal μ� 22.10 σ � 4.26
Steel yield strength (MPa) Log-normal λ� 6.13 ζ � 0.08
Shear modulus of bearing (MPa) Uniform lo� 0.94 up� 1.36
Gap (abutment) (mm) Uniform lo� 0.00 up� 50.80
Gap (shear key) (mm) Uniform lo� 0.00 up� 25.40
Gap (hinge) (mm) Uniform lo� 50.80 up� 101.60
Length of restrainer (mm) Uniform lo� 3556 up� 4064
Initial slack of restrainer (mm) Uniform lo� 6.35 up� 25.40
Mass Uniform lo� 0.9 up� 1.1
Damp coefficient Normal μ� 0.045 σ � 0.0125
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column in order to simplify the fragility analysis. Although
the data tended to be reasonable within a certain range, the
diversity in the form of reinforcement, the size of steel bar,
and the size of cross section for columns led to the difference
in median values of the limit states for different columns.
)erefore, this study performed moment-curvature analysis
for seven columns, and the analysis results were regarded as
median value of limit states for columns. According to the
research of Zhang [54], the damage states of four limit states
of columns can be quantified as follows: longitudinal re-
inforcement yields, concrete compressive strain reaching
0.005, concrete compressive strain reaching 0.011 and the
curvature reaching 0.8 µmax (ultimate curvature). Moment-
curvature analysis [55] of column #1 to column #7 was
performed, using Xtract, to acquire the effective yield cur-
vature and ultimate curvature, shown as Table 5. During
analysis, axial load is equal to the dead load of the bridge
assigned to every column. Moment-curvature analysis for
columns is illustrated in Figure 7. According to the defi-
nition of curvature ductility, μ is the quotient of actual
curvature divided by corresponding effective yield curvature
during moment-curvature analysis. Table 6 lists the quan-
tified value μ of each limit state from column #1, column #3,
column #5, and column #7, which corresponds to the result
of Ramanathan [37] for post-1990 ductile column. )ere-
fore, the mean values of μ from column #1 to column #7 are
used as the proposed median values eventually.

For the component of abutment passive performance,
19.5mm is the proposed median value of slight state, which
corresponded to the placement of 1/2 ultimate force of
Shamsabadi’s model [30, 31], shown in Figure 3(g). Refer-
ring to the specification of Hazus ®MH 4 Technical Manual
[56], 50.8mm is used to represent the median value of
moderate state, summarized from the following provision:
“moderate damage of the abutment is defined by moderate
movement (<2)”. 76.2mm corresponds to the median value
of extensive state, which was used to represent CDT-0 by
Ramanathan [37]. )e median value, 228.6mm, of complete
state is obtained from displacement of ymax that came from
Shamsabadi’s model [30, 31].

)e median value of slight, moderate, and extensive
states for the component of abutment footing transverse
response, referred from Gadre and Dobry’s model [33],
shown in Figure 3(h), is 7.6mm, 25.4mm, 50.8mm re-
spectively. 101.6mm, which came from Ramanathan [37]
proposed value for CDT-1, is used to represent the median
value of complete state.

According to the study by Ramanathan [37], the bearing
pads remain elastic until about 100% shear strain and experi-
ence significant damage and tearing over 300 to 350% shear
strain. According to the thickness of abutment bearings,
51.0mm, the median values of bearings for the slight and
extensive states are proposed to be 51.0mm and 153.0mm.
Based on the provision of “the maximum shear strain resisted
by elastomeric pads prior to failure is estimated at±%150” from
“Caltrans Seismic Design Criteria Version 1.6” [57], 76.5mm is
used to represent themedian value ofmoderate state.)e size of
unseating in abutment, 914.4m, is used to represent themedian
value of the complete state.

)e proposed median values of shear keys for four limit
states are calculated from Megally’s model [34], shown as
Figure 3(i). )e calculation is as follows: (Dy+Gap)/
2�17.2mm, which is for median value of slight state;
Dy � 21.6mm, which is for median value of moderate state;
(Dmax +Dy)/2� 542.3mm, which is for median value of
extensive state;Dmax � 1063.0mm, which is for median value
of complete state.

)e median values of hinge restrainers are as follows:
according to the study by Ramanathan [37], “the CDT-0 and
CDT-1 values are set at 75% and 200% of the yield dis-
placement,” and therefore, the median values of the slight
and extensive state are proposed to be 27.3mm and
46.4mm. )e median value of moderate state is equal to the
yield displacement of restrainers, 31.1mm. )e ultimate
deformation of restrainers, 358.8mm, which corresponds to
the ultimate tensile strain of 0.09, is used to represent the
median value of the complete state. )e proposed median
values include the slack of restrainers.

Similar to the columns, Xtract was used to implement
moment-curvature analysis for hinges 1 and 2; the ef-
fective yield curvature and the ultimate curvature are
obtained, shown in Table 7. Axial load is equal to the
longitudinal axial force of the bridge. Moment-curvature
analysis for hinge elements is illustrated in Figure 8.
)rough moment-curvature analysis, concrete com-
pressive strain at the root of occlusion concrete in hinge
(elements 2 and 3) cannot reach 0.011, so the damage
states of four limit states of the hinges can be quantified as
follows: cracking, longitudinal reinforcement yields,
concrete compressive strain reaching 0.005, and the
curvature reaching 0.8 µmax (ultimate curvature). Cur-
vature ductility of hinge is defined as the quotient of
actual curvature divided by effective yield curvature,
which was transplanted from column. Table 8 lists HmcZ
and HmcY from the moment-curvature analysis and the
corresponding damage description. Moreover, the pro-
posed median values of curvature ductility for every limit
state were extracted referring to analysis result.

Followed from Ramanathan [37] and Abbasi and
Moustafa [11], 0.35 was adopted to represent the dispersion
values of log-normal distribution for every component in
four limit states, which was proved to be the good estimated
value. )e proposed median values (med) and dispersion
values (disp) of bridge components are listed in Table 9.

4. Seismic Fragility Assessment

4.1. Ground Motions. A bin of 48 ground motions, col-
lected from the Rix and Fernandez [58], was used to
perform the nonlinear time-history analysis to the typical
bridge model. )rough each model paired with a set of
parameters from Latin hypercube sample, shown as Ta-
ble 4, 48 groups of typical bridge models, with different
material, stiffness, geometry, damp, and mass parameters,
were formed to match with 48 ground motions. )ere-
fore, a set of 48 time-history analyses was performed in
the typical bridge model to acquire the peak demand of
every component.
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4.2. Seismic Fragility Parameters. )e fragility curves in each
limit state aremainly determined by two parameters, median
value (λf ), and dispersion value (βf ) of log-normal distri-
bution.)e corresponding parameters for bridge system and
components are listed in Table 10.

)e difference of fragility curves for the system and
components can be intuitively evaluated by the histograms
of median IM value in fragility function. )e median PGA
values of bridge system and each component are shown in
Figure 9. As illustrated in Figure 9, the bridge system has the
lowest median PGA value, compared with any other com-
ponents, across the four limit states, which indicates that the
system is more vulnerable than any other components that

are consistent with the research results of previous studies
[11, 37, 41].

As found in Figure 9(a), the median PGA values of Abts
and Hs are low and closest to the median PGA value of
bridge system in the slight and moderate limit states, which
demonstrates that the probabilities of exceeding slight and
moderate limit states to the abutment transverse response
and the hinge restrainers are large, while these two com-
ponents are dominant to bridge system fragility in the
previously mentioned two states. )e median PGA value of
HmcZ is low and much lower than that of HmcY, which
indicates that, in the slight and moderate limit states, cur-
vature ductility in z direction of plug-type concrete structure
in hinge exhibits a higher fragility than that in y direction.

With reference to Figure 9(b), column and Hs have
the lowest median PGA values in the extensive limit state,
which demonstrates that the components have the
greatest probability of exceeding the extensive limit state.
Further, the median PGA value of Hs is the closest to that
of bridge system, indicating that the hinge restrainers
have the most dominant influence on the vulnerability of

Table 5: Moment-curvature analysis qualitative description of columns.

Columns #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7
Axial load (kN) 16424 21472 25059 25255 27839 22209 15607
Effective yield curvature (10−6 1/mm) 1.44 1.46 1.48 1.48 1.55 1.47 1.43
Ultimate curvature (10−6 1/mm) 29.04 27.24 25.66 25.60 23.34 26.95 29.65
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Figure 7: Schematic diagram of moment-curvature analysis for columns.

Table 6: Curvature ductility of columns for each limit state.

Limit
state Description

Calculated values
Ramanathan’s proposed

values
Proposed
valuesColumn

#1
Column

#1
Column

#5
Column

#7

Slight Longitudinal reinforcement
yields 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.9

Moderate Concrete compressive strain
reaches 0.005 4.3∼5.2 3.2–3.9 2.9∼3.6 4.4 4.0 4.0

Extensive Concrete compressive strain
reaches 0.011 10.8∼11.8 9.5∼10.2 8.3 11.1 8.0 9.0

Complete Curvature reaches 0.8µmax 16.0 13.9 12.1 16.5 12.0 14.0

Table 7: Moment-curvature analysis qualitative description of
hinges.

Hinges 1, 2 My Mz
Axial load (kN) 1598 1598
Effective yield curvature (10−6 1/mm) 1.66 2.20
Ultimate curvature (10−6 1/mm) 50.79 66.34
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bridge system in the previously mentioned state.
Figure 9(b) also shows that the median PGA value of
column, among all primary components, is the lowest in
the complete limit state, indicating that the probability of
exceeding the complete limit state to column is the largest
and column exhibits maximum vulnerability. Based on
Figures 9(a) and 9(b), along with the aggravating of the
damage state gradually, the median PGA values of col-
umn and that of bridge system match gradually and are
nearly equal in the complete limit state, which demon-
strates that, according to the damage degree aggravation,
column is increasingly dominant to bridge system fra-
gility. According to Figure 9(b), in the extensive and
complete limit state, both HmcZ and HmcY exhibit the
high median PGA values, suggesting that the damage
probabilities of curvature ductility of plug-type concrete
structure in hinge are intensely low. Abb exhibits the
intensely large median PGA values in the previously
mentioned two states, indicating that the probability of
exceeding the extensive state and complete state to
abutment bearings is extremely low so that the proba-
bility of unseating failure hardly happens at abutment.
)e large median PGA value of Hs in the complete limit

state signifies the probability of deformation of the hinge
restrainers attaining to the ultimate is exceedingly low.

4.3. Seismic Fragility Assessment. )e probabilistic seismic
demand model of the typical bridge subjected to the suite of
synthetic seismic loads was established through performing
nonlinear time-history analysis, and the seismic fragility
curves of bridge system and components are developed in
Figures 10 and 11. )e fragility analysis is discussed as
follows.

As illustrated in Figure 10(a), column, Hs, and HmcZ
exhibit the high probability of exceeding the slight limit
state. Although Abb and HmcY are not the most vulnerable
components, they still have a certain damage exceedance
probability in the slight limit state. )e fragility curves
shown in Figure 10(a), along with the description of the limit
states for HmcZ and HmcY discussed in Table 8, demon-
strate that the hinge has the risk of the transverse and vertical
cracks generating at the root of element next to the sup-
porting point. )e risk probability of transverse cracks
generating is higher than that of vertical cracks due to the
large supporting reaction.
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Figure 8: Schematic diagram of moment-curvature analysis for hinges. (a) HmcZ. (b) HmcY.
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Based on Figure 10(b), in the moderate limit state,
column and Hs are the most vulnerable components, while
Abb and HmcZ have certain vulnerability in contrast to the
low vulnerability of HmcY. )e previously mentioned re-
sults indicate that, under seismic load, the deformation of
abutment bearings has a risk of exceeding 1.5 times thickness
and the hinge has a risk of longitudinal steels yielding at the
root of element next to the supporting point. )e risk
probability of longitudinal steels yielding is greater at the
bottom of section than that at its side in hinge.

As shown in Figure 10(c), in the extensive limit state,
column and Hs are still the most vulnerable components.
Abb, HmcZ, and HmcY are less vulnerable and have a low
probability of exceeding the limit state. )e results dem-
onstrate that the deformation of abutment bearings has a low
risk of exceeding 3.0 times thickness, and hinges exhibit a
low risk of reaching states like shearing cracks, concrete
spalling, and section cracks expanding.

According to Figure 10(d), in the complete limit state,
the fragility of column, which is high, is close to that of
bridge system. Nevertheless, the vulnerabilities of other

primary components are low, indicating that the damage of
Abb, Hs, HmcY, and HmcZ could hardly exceed the
complete limit state. )e discussion demonstrates that the
probability of the unseating failure at abutment and hinge is
extremely low and the fracture failure at the intermediate
hinge can hardly be generated.

Figures 11(a) and 11(b) illustrate that the fragility curves
of bridge system and the fragility curves of Abts overlap
fundamentally in the slight and moderate limit states, which
indicates that Abts has the most prominent influence on the
fragility of bridge system in these two limit states.

According to Figures 11(c) and 11(d), in the extensive
and complete limit states, the fragility of Absk is basically
zero, which demonstrates the probabilities that shear keys
exceed the extensive and complete limit states are very
little. Shear keys with lateral large stiffness transfer the
inertial force from superstructure to abutment smoothly,
which cannot generate the relative lateral misplaced
failure between abutment and superstructure. Never-
theless, the inertial force from superstructure will be
transmitted to the abutment foundation through the

Table 8: Curvature ductility of hinges for every limit state.

Limit state Description
HmcY HmcZ

Calculated values Proposed values Calculated values Proposed values
Slight Cracking 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
Moderate Longitudinal reinforcement yields 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.0
Extensive Concrete compressive strain reaches 0.005 18.9∼23.3 19.0 18.7∼23.0 19.0
Complete Curvature reaches 0.8μmax 24.4 24.0 24.2 24.0

Table 9: Limit states of bridge components.

Components Abbreviation Units
Slight Moderate Extensive Complete

Med Disp Med Disp Med Disp Med Disp
1 Pri Column Column μ 0.90 0.35 4.0 0.35 9.0 0.35 14.0 0.35
2 Sec Abutment passive Abss mm 19.5 0.35 50.8 0.35 76.2 (1000) 0.35 228.6 (1000) 0.35
3 Sec Abutment trans Abts mm 7.6 0.35 25.4 0.35 50.8 (1000) 0.35 101.6 (1000) 0.35
4 Pri Abutment bearing Abb mm 51.0 0.35 76.5 0.35 153.0 0.35 914.4 0.35
5 Sec Abutment shear key Absk mm 17.2 0.35 21.6 0.35 542.3 (1000) 0.35 1063.0 0.35
6 Pri Hinge restrainer Hs mm 27.3 0.35 31.1 0.35 46.4 0.35 358.8 0.35
7 Pri Hinge My (Ele2, 3) HmcY μ 0.15 0.35 1.0 0.35 19.0 0.35 24.0 0.35
8 Pri Hinge Mz (Ele2, 3) HmcZ μ 0.15 0.35 1.0 0.35 19.0 0.35 24.0 0.35
1)e values in ( ) are used for fragility analysis of bridge components.
2)e values outside ( ) are used for fragility analysis of bridge system.

Table 10: Fragility parameters for bridge system and components.

System and components
Slight Moderate Extensive Complete

λf (g) βf λf (g) βf λf (g) βf λf (g) βf
System 0.022 0.418 0.059 0.524 0.246 0.878 1.128 0.395
Column 0.180 0.399 0.504 0.399 0.882 0.399 1.197 0.399
Abss 0.219 0.971 0.490 0.971 — — — —
Abts 0.023 0.458 0.065 0.458 — — — —
Abb 0.377 1.490 1.726 1.490 23.26 1.490 Huge 1.490
Absk 1.297 2.075 2.350 2.075 — — — —
Hs 0.097 1.040 0.122 1.040 0.240 1.040 7.956 1.040
HmcY 0.846 0.755 4.191 0.755 50.21 0.755 61.143 0.755
HmcZ 0.130 0.624 0.634 0.624 7.407 0.624 9.002 0.624
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Figure 9: Median PGA values of calculated fragility functions for bridge system and all components in the (a) slight and moderate limit
states and (b) extensive and complete limit states.
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Figure 10: Continued.
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Figure 10: Seismic fragility curves of the system and primary components in the (a) slight, (b) moderate, (c) extensive, and (d) complete
limit states.
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Figure 11: Seismic fragility curves of the system and secondary components in the (a) slight, (b) moderate, (c) extensive, and (d) complete
limit states.
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shear keys, which could result in the huge damage of
abutment transverse response.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Fragility assessment of a multiframe prestressed concrete
box-girder bridge with intermediate hinges, located in
California, was performed in this study. Elaborate modeling
along with definition of damage indexes for components
could be used as a template to the similar type of bridge.
)rough fragility analysis of bridge system and components,
the following conclusions can be obtained.

Column exhibits high fragility across all four limit states.
Moreover, in the complete limit state, column fragility is
extremely close to bridge system fragility, which indicates
that bridge system fragility is gradually determined by
columns along with aggravating of damage state. Abb ex-
hibits certain fragility in the slight and moderate limit states,
while the fragility is intensely low, almost zero, in the ex-
tensive and complete limit states, which manifests that the
deformation of abutment bearings is arduous to exceed 3.0
times thickness, and the probability of unseating occurring
at abutment is virtually impossible. Hs has high fragility
across the three limit states of slight, moderate, and ex-
tensive, while, in the complete limit state, the fragility is
intensely low, almost zero, which indicates that the prob-
ability of ultimate deformation occurring at intermediate
hinge is extremely low. HmcZ has high fragility in the slight
limit state, certain fragility in the moderate state, and almost
no fragility in the extensive and complete state. HmcY has
certain fragility in the slight limit state, low fragility in the
moderate state, and almost no fragility in the extensive and
complete state.

)e fragility results demonstrate that transverse and
vertical cracks are generated at intermediate hinges with a
high probability during earthquake; meanwhile, the
probability of generating transverse cracks is greater than
that of generating vertical cracks. Besides, there is a risk
of longitudinal steels yielding in these positions, which is
greater at the bottom of section than that at its side. It can
be speculated that the large reaction force from sup-
porting point could give rise to the large bending moment
at the bottom of intermediate hinges, which would raise
the risk of fracture failure in these positions. Obviously,
seismic damage probability in the plug-type hinge exists
deterministically, especially in the slight limit state and
moderate limit state, which cannot be ignored. Con-
struction errors, which may result in size deviation of
hinges or installation deviation of inhibiting devices in
hinges, could greatly affect the fragility of intermediate
hinges and even threaten the safety of the whole bridge.
Among all errors, the deviation of elastomeric bearings in
hinges could lead to the most serious influence on the
bridge.
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